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The main floor of the Phi Kap house looks spectacular after the renovation. The added space and openness
have led to more brothers gathering in communal areas and interacting rather than staying isolated in their rooms.
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Our Past Campaign Only $30,000

from

Goal

Make a Gift Today as Your Support Is Still Needed

T

his year marks the 90th anniversary of Iowa Xi and the 80th
anniversary of Iowa Xi being housed at 2110 Lincoln Way. It’s fitting
that we have accomplished so much this year as a way to honor our history.
We are proud to say the house renovations are almost fully complete. This
is by far the largest renovation project Iowa Xi has ever done, and we are
so thankful to all the alumni and undergraduates who donated time and
treasure to the project. These upgrades were long overdue, and now the
house looks great. As announced in the last biographical update mailing,
the major renovations were completed in time for the undergraduates to
move in for the fall semester, with a small punch list being accomplished
during the semester. Hopefully many of you are able to stop by the house
during football season or have followed the construction progress on
www.pktalumni.com/construction-progress. If not, please drop in when
you’re in Ames or check things out online. We think you will be pleased
with how things turned out.

R

While the construction is complete, we are continuing the Pride in Our Past,
Foundation for Our Future campaign to pay for the project. There is still
time to contribute to the project and get your name listed with other generous
alumni on the plaque on main floor (a contribution or pledge of at least
$1,000 will get your name on the plaque). We are still roughly $30,000
short of our $600,000 goal. We need to meet this goal, and of course
exceeding it would help cut down on the planned loan that was taken
out to meet the funding gap. All amounts are welcome, and we still have
tax deductibility available for pledges of $10,000 or more. Remember
that pledges can be structured to be paid over a five-year period.
We are also happy to note that we have raised more than $12,000 for our
Stand in the Gap initiative started by our brothers from the 1970s. Nine
brothers from the 1970s and 1980s have made pledges to Stand in the Gap
for four fallen brothers (noted in enclosed donor list). As a reminder, the
(Continued on page 3)

Rick Ball ’86 Invests in the Future of Iowa Xi

ick Ball ’86 wanted something more out of his college
experience at Iowa State. He came upon Phi Kappa Theta
and it immediately felt like home: a place that provided an
atmosphere to grow and develop as a person. It was a symbiotic
relationship—as his leadership skills matured, so did the
fraternity as a whole, thanks in part to Rick’s dedication to
Iowa Xi.

There were many alumni involved in Iowa Xi during Rick’s
undergraduate tenure who had a positive impact on his
experience. “As I look back, alumni like Greg Stolp ’84,
Mark Biegger ’84, and Ron Contillo ’85 set a standard for us. But a
great deal of my success comes from my pledge brothers and those from
the following pledge class. To this day men like Mike Fahning ’86, Mike
Biegger ’87, Ed Maginn ’87, and Paul Fisher ’87 show me how to be a

man, a father, and a brother in all aspects of my life, and for that
I am eternally grateful.”
Rick graduated from Iowa State with a B.A. in marketing. He
is the managing member/owner of Ball Team LLC, a regional
construction company. “I’ve been around construction all my
life because of my father, so this was a natural progression. Phi
Kappa Theta also exposed me to business experience that many
young people don’t have, which opened many doors for me to
early in my career.”

In addition to making lifelong friends, Phi Kappa Theta is where he met
his wife of 27 years, Nancy. “Phi Kap has always been there for me
and has helped me both personally and professionally. It provided me
(Continued on page 3)
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ENSURE IOWA XI REACHES OUR CAMPAIGN GOAL

W

Join Our List of Contributors Today

e are deeply grateful to the brothers and friends who have
committed $570,565 to the Pride in Our Past, Foundation for Our
Future campaign. These alumni recognize the importance of ensuring the
future of Iowa Xi and have demonstrated a sense of gratitude for their
personal experience. Commitments are still needed from the rest of our
alumni to achieve our goal of $600,000.

All donors contributing a minimum of $1,000 to the campaign, over a
five-year period, will be recognized on a plaque prominently displayed in
the chapter house. If an error has been made in recording your gift, or
your name has been mistakenly omitted or listed improperly, we sincerely
apologize. Please contact our campaign coordinator at (785) 843-1661.

Temple Society
($25,000 and above)
Gregory D. Stolp ’84
In honor of
Mike Murphy ’81,
John Luksetich ’80,
John Pheffer ’61,
Dan Ahern ’85,
Paul Peterson ’01,
Joe Rude ’81, and
Greg Stein ’85
Stand in the Gap for
Steve Polito ’76 and
Kurty Moody ’85
Daniel K. Ahern ’85
Richard E. Ball ’86

John S. Patten ’88
Daren L. Grothaus ’90
David R. Chumbley ’94
Brian J. Streich ’94
Louis D. Shell ’95
Manni K. Balignasay ’01
Eric L. Van Gorp ’01
Ryan C. Veenstra ’01
Ian C. Young ’01
Jonathan D. Hicks ’02
Bradley J. Streich ’02
Michael C. Ungerman ’04
Mark J. Arnold ’11
Benjamin D. Bakkum ’11
Gregory E. Burgess ’11
Cory J. Millmier ’12

Amethyst & Pearl Society
($15,000 to $24,999)
Iowa Xi Undergraduate Chapter
Thomas E. Bottin ’66
K.C. Gerlitz ’88
Vachel L. White ’02
Sword & Shield Society
($10,000 to $14,999)
Anonymous
In honor of
Rocky the Raccoon
Anonymous ’66
Michael L. Canney ’75
Stand in the Gap for
Steve Polito ’76
David M. McSweeney ’83
Gregory Stein ’85, New York Eta ’70
Michael L. Fahning ’86
Michael T. Slavens, M.D. ’87
In memory of
Kurt Moody
Jerome J. Carpenter ’88
Michael J. McClellan ’88
Todd D. Senne ’90
Matt A. Van Berkum ’98
Jeffrey T. Brown ’00
Davd M. Abendschein ’01
Paul D. Peterson ’01
Brown & Lehigh Society
($7,500 to $9,999)
-

Amician Society
($5,000 to $7,499)
James W. Victor ’68
James F. Willer ’69
Stephen P. Engel ’71
Frank L. Kock ’71
Maurice R. “Moe” Russell ’71
Kirk E. Thomas ’76
Stand in the Gap for
Steve Maloney ’68 and
Steve Polito ’76
Biegger Brothers
Brian J. Biegger ’78
Stand in the Gap for
Steve Polito ’76
Dave Biegger ’81
Stand in the Gap
Mark Biegger ’84
Mike Biegger ’87
Michael T. Lustig ’78
Timothy R. Laird ’80
Frank J. Hays ’83
Andrew J. Lyons ’83
Dave T. McCleary ’83
Stephen E. Pascuzzi ’84
Lane M. Crosser ’85
James R. Flanigan ’88
Jeff A. Moody, M.D. ’88
R. Todd Eliason ’95
In memory of
Jeff J. Lucas ’95
Scott A. Shuler ’96
In memory of
Jeff J. Lucas ’95
Ou Meksay ’00
Eric J. Newendorp ’01
Craig S. Peterson ’02
Steven R. Brittain ’03
Nathaniel G. Kemmer ’03
Jay M. McArdle ’03
Cory L. Sents ’10
2110 Society
($2,500 to $4,999)
Francis L. Pisney, M.D. ’67
Phillip C. Barry ’68
David Fontanini ’72
Clinton E. Freiburger ’72
Edward T. Larson ’84
Robert P. Homolka ’86
Les Laske ’86
Leo E. Landis ’87
Christopher M. Martin ’87
Brian M. Johnson ’88
Cory Krebs ’88

Cardinal & Gold Society
($1,000 to $2,499)
Emmett Full ’46
George E. Hoganson ’53
Harold F. Johnson ’53
David T. Drees ’57
Eugene H. Scallon ’58
In memory of
Melvin “Mike” Barta ’58
Allan E. Kintzle ’62
Phillip M. Sosalla ’65
Clement Ward ’66
Michael Morrissey ’68
Michael C. Bellinger ’69
In memory of
Charles Hoffman
James L. Longnecker ’69
Thomas E. Rastrelli ’69
In memory of
Kent Hall ’68
Edmund J. Winfield ’71
David J. Besser ’72
Joseph F. Sobota ’73
Stand in the Gap for
Dick Concannon ’68
Gregory L. Albert ’74
Joseph G. Bertogli ’76
Michael J. Maloney ’76
Stand in the Gap for
Steve Maloney ’68 and
Steve Polito ’76
Robert J. Peterson ’76
Stand in the Gap for
Steve Polito ’76
Keith A. Springer ’77
Stand in the Gap
Thomas R. Babcock ’83
Gary A. Culp ’84

Campaign Status
At-a-Glance
As of November 6, 2014

$600,000 Goal
$570,565
Contributions
176 Contributors
27% Participation
Daniel K. Duffy ’84
Rick A. Hardcopf ’84
Ronald A. Contillo ’85
John A. White ’86
Brian T. Budeslich ’87
Kerry T. Lawless ’87
Edward J. Maginn ’87
Christopher R. Ladner ’88
Christopher J. Mote ’88
Thomas G. Mercer ’89
Leon D. Brink ’91
Eric J. Fahning ’92
Kendall A. Griffith ’92
Timothy S. Davidson ’93
Tal. D. Kovarna ’93
Robert L. Carter ’95
David R. Sonka ’96
In memory of
Jeffrey J. Lucas ’95
Matthew L. Braafhart ’98
Gregory S. Marso ’00
Ryan A. Daedlow ’01
Troy D. Henry ’01
Joshua A. Sterling ’01
Isaac J. Olsen ’02
Charlie F. Baumert ’03
Mitchell J. Gore ’07
David T. Feely ’08
Jeffrey M. Trende ’10
Ted J. Anders ’11
In memory of
Charles M. Anders ’80
Mitch T. Kennedy ’11
Andrew P. Sevcik ’11
Stephanie and Cory W. Timm ’11
David A. Westhoff ’11
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Matthew R. Kline ’12
Talon X. Larson ’14
Iowa Xi Brotherhood Society
(Up to $999)
William K. Christenson
Alice DeBlauw
In memory of
Mel DeBlauw ’59
Mary Sue Kelley
In memory of
Peter G. Kelley ’50
Ed Solvibile, Temple ’63
In honor of
Greg Stein ’85
Edwin J. Carr ’47
Nicholas P. Scallon ’49
Herschel J. Chudomelka, DVM ’50
Robert M. De Dobbelaere ’52
Robert J. Fitzgerald ’52
William J. Shaw Sr. ’52
Arthur J. Groff ’53
James E. Kent ’54
David J. Meis ’54
James M. Doyle ’56
John C. Kurt ’56
Dr. Cletus R. Mercier ’57
David N. Callahan ’59
Robert W. Johnson ’59
In memory of
Mel De Blauw ’59
David A. Kleveter ’59
Joseph T. Houska ’61
Ronald A. Klocke ’61
David E. Schmeiser ’61
James H. Weber ’61
Richard E. Champion ’62
Jerome C. Peltier ’62
Keith B. Downey ’64
Jerome E. Kuennen ’64
Charles W. Dobra ’67
Gregory G. Gamble ’69
Thomas R. Havey ’69
In memory of
Richard Concannon ’68
Leo A. Milleman, M.D. ’69
John J. Perlich ’70
Robert J. Reinhardt ’73
Gerald L. Dostal ’74
A. William Fleischacker ’75
Joseph A. Rude ’81
David J. Nichols ’85
John F. Erickson ’87
John R. Davidson ’91
Matthew J. McCoy ’92
Marc A. Muilenberg ’92
Thomas TenHoeve ’92
Eric Weisenhorn ’98
Shawn G. Kuhlman ’93
Lyle L. Carpenter ’06

Properties Manager and Building Committee member
Eric Van Gorp ’01 speaks to alumni at Homecoming.

Pride

Corporate Board President Jerry Carpenter ’88
speaks to alumni at Homecoming.

Our Past Campaign Only
$30,000 from Goal

in

(Continued from page 1)
Make a Gift Today
as Your Support Is Still Needed

Stand in the Gap Study Room will have a separate
plaque honoring fallen brothers who have been
found to Stand in the Gap for Phi Kappa Theta,
and those who Stand in the Gap on their behalf
now. While current pledges will be used for the
campaign, this initiative will continue for years to
come. Those wishing to pledge to this initiative
should write “Stand in the Gap for (fallen brother)”
in the Designate My Contribution section of the
enclosed pledge form.

At the beginning of our efforts our fundraising
consultant told us that based on their experience
20-25% of mailable alumni would contribute to this
campaign. So far we have exceeded expectations
by having 27% participation. We thank those of
you who have already pledged and encourage those
who haven’t to consider joining us. Let’s drive our
27% participation even higher as we stand together
to support this project and protect our future. Iowa
Xi celebrates so much history this year; let’s honor
those who came before us by ensuring we have
much more history to create.
Fraternally,
Campaign Co-Chairmen
Dan Ahern ’85			
(309) 361-1757			
daniel.ahern@us.abb.com
Paul Peterson ’01
(913) 522-0271
paulpeterson13@gmail.com

The Stand in the Gap Study Room received new carpet
and had the table sanded and re-stained this summer.
Eight executive chairs surround the table, allowing
for studying in comfort. A computer and printer
station is currently being installed.

P.S. If you are not receiving e-mail updates
(construction progress, golf outing, Homecoming,
etc.), contact Paul and he will get your name added
to the list.

Rick Ball ’86 Invests in the Future
(Continued from page 1)
education, friendships, and a foundation to become
successful in many aspects of my life. Make sure to
take time for those who helped shape your life and
gave you direction.”

many others gain similar fraternal experiences. I
hope everyone can find a way to help the chapter
grow and move forward so others can do and see
what we have and be a little better off for it.”

As the capital campaign continues to prosper,
Rick’s decision to give back came from the heart.
“I felt the need to pay it forward and share the same
opportunities I had. I received a wonderful four
years at Iowa Xi that I miss and cherish and hope

Rick and Nancy live in Clive, Iowa, and have three
daughters. In his spare time, he enjoys hunting,
fishing, and golfing. You can contact Rick at
rball@buildwithball.com.
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The men of Phi Kappa Theta were actively involved in Homecoming 2014 activities such as Yell Like Hell, pictured.
From left: Lieb Chol ’17, Samuel Jones ’17, Connor Wiseman ’18, Juan Skorey ’18, Chase Reising ’18, Cody Noeller ’18, Matt Quinn ’18,
Robbie Boyd ’18, Patrick Ahern ’14, Brandon Devine ’18, Clayton Short ’15, Adam Jacobi ’14, and Nick Pfrang ’17.

T

Iowa Xi Forecasts Another Successful Fall Semester

he fall semester has been hectic, yet successful for the men of Phi
Kappa Theta. From moving everything back into the newly renovated
facility to placing second in Homecoming, we have been busier than ever
but enjoying success all the while.

Undergraduates Come Together after Renovations

After the completion of the renovation, the house looks better than ever.
In addition to looking good, the renovation has had a very positive effect
on the brotherhood. Before the renovation, a large portion of members
remained secluded in their rooms and only interacted occasionally. With
the main floor opened up, brothers are interacting rather than staying
cooped up in their rooms. A typical evening now consists of multiple
games of pool, watching a game on TV, studying in the Stand in the Gap
Study Room, or relaxing in the parlor. All of these great changes wouldn’t
have been possible without the support and donations of the alumni. For
everything that the Alumni Board and all of our donors have done, the
undergraduate chapter sincerely thanks you for your time and support.

Iowa Xi Remains Consistent among Greek Standings

Placing second overall this past Homecoming marks the third consecutive
semester that Phi Kappa Theta has placed second overall (2nd in
Homecoming 2013, 2nd in Greek Week 2014, and 2nd in Homecoming
2014). Other organizations are beginning to take notice of our
accomplishments, making Phi Kappa Theta one of the first choices for
Homecoming and Greek Week pairings.

surplus in the budget from previous years, the chapter began an “undergrad
renovation.” Numerous small-scale projects were undertaken, the most
notable of which was the renovation of the first floor Stand in the Gap
Study Room. What used to be a cold, noisy storage room is now a carpeted
study room, which boasts a beautiful stained table surrounded by executive
office chairs. In addition, a computer station with printing capabilities will
soon be installed. Other projects included laying down fresh epoxy in the
pit, reopening the hole, and retiling the back entryway. We will continue
to work hard at making our house a top-notch facility.

Phi Kap Welcomes 10 New Members

We are proud to announce that we have 10 new associate members
with us this semester. The new members have shown great initiative
by participating in activities such as Yell Like Hell, Lawn Display, and
Homecoming tournaments. As the semester progresses we continue to
invite potential new members over for dinners and cookouts. Throughout
the spring semester and summer, we aim to gain 10-15 more new members,
and have already signed two as of this writing.
Overall, the house is in shape in terms of recruitment and brotherhood. The
future of the chapter is very bright, full of new opportunities. We continue
to work hard and pursue the goal of bringing a one-of-a-kind college
experience that develops effective and passionate leaders.
Fraternally,
Adam Jacobi ’14
Chapter President
(319) 929-4713
ajacobi@iastate.edu

Chapter Undertakes Small-Scale Projects

Seeing all of the new changes made by the renovation, the undergraduates
decided to take initiative and complete a renovation of our own. Using a
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The men of Phi Kappa Theta kicked off the semester by serenading sororities to
welcome their new members into the Greek community.

Welcome,
New Members
Robert Boyd ’18*
Austin, Texas
(Uncle KC Gerlitz ’88)
Brandon Devine ’18
West Des Moines, Iowa
Matthew Howard ’18
Nevada, Iowa

Phi Kappa Theta teamed up with Kappa Delta and
FarmHouse for Homecoming this fall. Together,
we constructed this Homecoming banner
that placed first over all other Greek pairings.

(1) Members of Phi Kappa Theta participated in
Highway Clean-up on a beautiful fall day.
(2) Over the summer, Iowa Xi was awarded the
Intellectual Development of Excellence Award
at National Convention. Thanks to all of the
members that worked hard to make this award
possible. We will continue to strive for
academic excellence.
(3) While our banner and lawn display placed
first, our Homecoming pairing placed second
overall. This award marks the third consecutive
semester that Phi Kappa Theta as placed second
(2nd in Homecoming 2013, 2nd in Greek Week
2014, and 2nd in Homecoming 2014).

Andrew Mercer ’18*
Dubuque, Iowa
(Father Thomas Mercer ’89)

Brett Nashleanas ’18*
Sioux City, Iowa
(Step-Father Corey Krebs ’88)
Cody Noeller ’18
Liberty, Mo.

Matthew Quinn ’18
Solon, Iowa
Chase Reising ’18
Oelwein, Iowa
Juan Skorey ’18
Yankton, S.D.

Conner Wiseman ’18
Solon, Iowa
*Legacy

Congratulations,
Seniors

I

t’s always bittersweet when
graduation comes around. We hate
to lose our outstanding brothers, but
we’re happy to see them pursue their
dreams. Read below to learn what
three members of the graduating class
of winter 2014 have in store after
graduation.

Patrick Ahern ’14 will graduate
in December 2014 with a degree in
materials engineering, specializing
in metallurgy with a minor in
engineering sales. Patrick is looking
for employment, interested in
technical sales, and can be contacted
at PatricAhern52@gmail.com.
Adam Jacobi ’14 will graduate in
December 2014 with a degree in
mechanical engineering and a minor
in environmental studies. He has
accepted a full-time position as a
construction associate for Black &
Veatch in Kansas City, Missouri. Over
winter break he plans to travel as much
as possible before starting full-time in
2015.
Justin Runge ’14 will graduate in
December 2014 with a degree in
chemical engineering. He is looking
for employment and is interested in
engineering-related fields, and can be
contacted at j_100@comcast.net.

Phi Kappa
Theta Continues
Successful Golf
Outing Tradition

T

he 2014 Phi Kap Open was held on August
9 at Veekner Memorial Golf Course. We
had 52 alumni and undergraduates in attendance
and raised $3,276 from the event.
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We’re continuing the tradition in 2015, so
save the date for August 15. Look for more
information in upcoming mailings, e-mails, and
at www.pktalumni.com.

Les Laske ’86 and KC Gerlitz ’88 (the best dressed
alumnus at the event) at Iowa Xi’s annual golf outing.

ATTENTION: This newsletter is intended for alumni and parents. If your son is still attending
Iowa State University, he will receive a copy at the chapter house. If he has graduated,
please e-mail Paul Peterson ’01 at paulpeterson13@gmail.com to update our records. Thank you.

Chapter Officers

Mike Fahning ’86, Jon Fahning ’92, and Rick
Ball ’86 at the Phi Kap golf outing this fall.

President
Adam Jacobi ’14
Shellsburg, Iowa
(319) 929-4713
ajacobi@iastate.edu

Recruitment Chairman
Patrick Ahern ’14
Peoria, Ill.
(309) 361-5552
pjahern@iastate.edu

Internal Vice President
John Jordan ’17
Des Moines, Iowa

Recruitment Chairman
Lieb Chol ’17
Urbandale, Iowa
(515) 745-9808
lchol@iastate.edu

External Vice President
Cole Knutson ’16
Sioux City, Iowa

Scholarship Chairman
Christopher Holmquist ’15
Brookings, S.D.

Treasurer
Dylan Camp ’15
Newton, Iowa
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Steward
Patrick Poe ’17
Sioux City, Iowa
Philanthropy Chairman
Louie Jordan ’15
West Des Moines, Iowa
Intramural Director
Nick Pfrang ’17
Sheboygan, Wis.

VISIT US ONLINE

Website
www.pktalumni.com
Alumni met after the golf tournament.

Social Chairman
Clayton Short ’15
Inver Grove Heights, Minn.

F

Facebook
ISUphikaps

L

Twitter
@ISUPhiKap

If you are not receiving periodic e-mails from
the alumni board with event updates, please e-mail Paul Peterson ’01
at paulpeterson13@gmail.com to be added to the list.

